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Words and their meanings 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 

Circle the word that has the same meaning. 

 
to figure out or show who someone is or what something is 

confuse miss identify mistake 

to stand for or be a sign of 

represent refuse original oppose 

a phrase that describes something by comparing it to some other thing 

entire metaphor general whole 

a small item; a particular 

plain question answer detail 

a group of people gathered to see or hear something 

audience single person star 

a meeting between a person who has applied for a job and the person who is offering the 

job 

silence interview stop speech 

handing down of cultures or beliefs and customs from parents to children over many years 

tradition rarely panel mandatory 

to ask for forcefully 

natural parallel debate demand 

a very dry, sandy area with few to no plants growing on it 

desert sense urban usually 

a candy made with ground cacao seeds with added sugar 

chocolate wonderful gracious lizard 
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Answers: 

 
to figure out or show who someone is or what something is 

confuse miss identify mistake 

to stand for or be a sign of 

represent refuse original oppose 

a phrase that describes something by comparing it to some other thing 

entire metaphor general whole 

a small item; a particular 

plain question answer detail 

a group of people gathered to see or hear something 

audience single person star 

a meeting between a person who has applied for a job and the person who is offering the 

job 

silence interview stop speech 

handing down of cultures or beliefs and customs from parents to children over many years 

tradition rarely panel mandatory 

to ask for forcefully 

natural parallel debate demand 

a very dry, sandy area with few to no plants growing on it 

desert sense urban usually 

a candy made with ground cacao seeds with added sugar 

chocolate wonderful gracious lizard 
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